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영 어 (B)

※ 문항별 배점 : 1～8번 문제는 각 1.2점, 9～13번 문
제는 각 2.1점, 14～21번 문제는 각 2.4점, 22～31번 
문제는 각 3.1점, 32～40번 문제는 각 3.3점

※ Choose the one that is closest in 
meaning to the underlined part. (1-5) 

1. He suffered all his life from bad health 
but learned to endure it with great 
fortitude. 

 ① tenacity
 ② conception
 ③ understanding
 ④ inspiration

2. Although rice is the staple food of about 
half the world’s people, nearly all of them 
in Asia, meat eating has recently been 
making significant inroads in the Asian 
countries where economic growth has been 
rapid. 

 ① encroachments
 ② experiences
 ③ selections
 ④ bypasses

3. Despite their stoical appearance, their 
every gesture is still troubled by their 
memories of their tumultuous past. 

 ① emotional
 ② pertinent
 ③ sarcastic
 ④ violent
      
4. The instrument used in this quest for 
truth was not personal memory but 
history: the objective, professional study of 
the past, based on facts, proof, and 
evidence. Historians believe in the pursuit 
of truth no matter how e1usive it may be. 
 
 ① ambiguous
 ② offensive
 ③ empirical
 ④ outright
       
5. The immigration debate is heating up on 
both sides of the Atlantic, pitting advocates 
for legalizing illegal immigrants against 
those who support stronger anti- 
immigration measures.
 
 ① adversaries
 ② rebels
 ③ proponents
 ④ priests
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※ Choose the one that is grammatically 
INCORRECT. (6-10)

6. ①Any man should be praised for his 
goodness if he lacks the strength ②to be 
bad; in ③such cases goodness is usually 
only the effect of indolence or ④impotence 
of will. 

7. In As You Like It, Rosalind began a 
journey, ①disguising herself as a man 
when she earned the wrath of her uncle 
and was ②driven out of the house. The 
common point here is ③that the love affair 
got entangled ④because women who 
mistook heroines in men’s attire as men.

8. ①To Warren Buffet, his father’s library 
②must have been like a recommended 
booklist. When he was eight years old, 
Buffet started ③reading the books in the 
library. His reading habit might have been 
④that turned him into the Oracle of 
Omaha.

9. The French philosopher Pascal remarks 
①that seemingly trivial occurrences we 
might not even be aware ②of ③affect 
geopolitical event. He famously wrote, 
“Cleoptra’s nose, ④were it shorter, the 
whole face of the world would have been 
changed.” 

10. ①As is usual in such cases, she was the 
apple of his father’s eye. Among his 
courtiers ②were young man of that fineness 
of blood and lowness of station common to 
the heroes of romance who love royal maidens. 
This royal maiden was well content with her 
lover, ③for he was handsome and brave to 
a degree ④unsurpassed in all this kingdom.  

※ Choose the appropriate word or phrase 
for each blank. (11-17)

11. Urban areas in developing countries 
are haphazardly spreading far beyond 
traditional boundaries to          natural 
population increase and rural migration. 

 ① afflict
 ② accomodate
 ③ exonerate
 ④ discourage

12. Many foods can be successfully preserved 
by drying. The bacteria and molds that cause 
decay and fermentation in food cannot thrive   
         moisture. 

 ① on
 ② for
 ③ without
 ④ despite 
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13. Except through the occasional 
donations or inheritances, wealth is 
transferred from generation to generation 
through investments in education. This is 
the reason why Scandinavian countries―
where all citizens can get good, quality 
public education,        one's family 
background―have one of the lowest rates 
of passing down wealth to their children.

 ① due to
 ② regardless of 
 ③ in accordance with
 ④ with reference to

14. By the 14th century, monasteries were 
set aside solely for the purpose of copying 
religious texts. Interestingly, those 
monasteries kept libraries full of not only 
sacred texts, but also many of the literary, 
scientific, and philosophical works of the 
Greeks and Romans that          might 
not have been preserved well enough to be 
read today.

 ① thus
 ② nonetheless
 ③ likewise
 ④ otherwise

15. Several friends and I were excitedly 
discussing our upcoming vacations when 
one woman remarked that a neighbor 
might have to forgo her trip to the West 
because her dog had just had three 
puppies and she couldn’t leave them 
unattended. Numerous suggestions were 
made for the dog’s care, only                
              . “For goodness’ sake!” I 
finally piped up. “Couldn’t the mother’s 
family take them?” 

 ① to be rejected
 ② to reject
 ③ of the rejection
 ④ rejecting

16. The basic aim of a democratic regime 
is to curb the use of           powers─
especially of government and economic 
institutions─against its citizens. Based on 
this uncontroversial criterion, the history 
of American democracy in regard to black 
people from 1776 to 1965 was a colossal 
failure. This also holds for red, brown, and 
yellow peoples. 
 
 ① beneficient
 ② liberal
 ③ fragile
 ④ arbitrary
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17. The conclusion of her argument was a 
plea to the reader: ‘think for yourself, and 
act for yourself, but whether you have the 
strength to do either the one or the other, 
attempt not to impede,         to resent 
the genuine expression of others.’
 
 ① all but 
 ② as much as
 ③ still more 
 ④ much less
   

※ Choose the best English translation for 
the following. (18-19)

18. 비잔틴 제국은 다른 어느 나라보다도 역사적인 충
격을 많이 주었다. 

 ① Few states have played as important a part
    in history as did the Byzantine Empire.
 ② Few states have played as an important 
    part in history as did the Byzantine Empire.
 ③ Few states have played as important a part 
    in history as does the Byzantine Empire.
 ④ Few states have played as an important part 
   in history as does the Byzantine Empire.

19. 스트레스에 더 민감한 사람이 생존경쟁에 더 잘 
대처해서 우리 인류의 조상이 되었다고 여겨진다.

 ① Those who are sensitive to competition 
are assumed to be our ancestors who 
manage stress better than the others.

 ② Our ancestors must have been people 
who could deal with the competition for 
survival due to their insensibility to 
stressful situation.

 ③ Uncompetitive people are assumed to be 
our forefathers, who could control stress 
with less difficulty and survive.

 ④ People who are more susceptible to stress 
are people who manage better in the 
competition for survival, and are thus 
believed to be our ancestors.

※ Choose the appropriate word or phrase 
for each blank. (20-27)

20. The side aspects of an affair frequently 
capture our attention more quickly than 
the major events upon which they are 
attendant.              , many are the 
books in which the footnotes are more 
enjoyable than the text. 

 ① Whereas
 ② Unexpectedly
 ③ Similarly
 ④ On the contrary
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21. The age of the general practitioner is 
over; more and more graduates of medical 
schools tend to specialize,         , to 
concentrate on limited areas of their 
profession. 

 ① that is
 ② nevertheless
 ③ strange to say
 ④ to our surprise

22. Nothing is more appealing than a simple 
solution to a complex problem. That is why so 
many people have eagerly embraced the notion 
that eating right can prevent heart disease.     
          the U. S. Government’s National 
Cholesterol Education Program, millions of 
Americans have lined up to get their cholesterol 
checked and have purged their refrigerators of 
fatty foods. 

 ① Following
 ② Followed
 ③ Being followed
 ④ Having been followed

23. Despite my close familiarity with the wolf 
family, this was the kind of situation  
where irrational but deeply ingrained 
prejudices completely           reasons and 
experience. To be honest, I was so 
frightened that paralysis gripped me. I had 
no weapon of any sort, and in my awkward 
posture I could barely have gotten one 
hand free with which to ward off an attack.  
    
 ① yield to
 ② overmaster
 ③ depend on
 ④ retrieve

24. I wished to go in and look at him, but I 
had not the courage to knock. I walked away 
slowly along the sunny side of the street. I 
found it strange that neither I nor the day 
seemed in a           mood and I felt even 
annoyed at discovering in myself a sensation of 
freedom as if I had been freed from something 
by his death.

 ① mourning
 ② celebrating
 ③ calculating
 ④ flourishing
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25. “In Italy, a lady is never left alone for 
over 10 minutes,” Europeans joke about 
the          Italian men. Indeed, Italian 
men are known for the smooth approaches 
to women. Cultural anthropologist Clotaire 
Raptaille said Italians “expect love to 
contain strong dimensions of pleasure, 
beauty, and above all, fun.” 

 ① arrogant
 ② vindictive
 ③ flirtatious
 ④ modest

26. Popular search keywords, which greatly 
influence the setting of social agendas and 
forming public opinion, are one of the 
examples of social proofs on the Web. 
Popular search keywords are positioned to 
stand out, and the list changes in real 
time, adding a sense of                  . 
While many of the keywords are inaccurate 
and lead to bad information or provocative 
subjects, they have a strong impact as a 
social proof the minute they show up on 
the popularity list.

 ① accuracy
 ② vacancy
 ③ urgency
 ④ constancy

27. Given the importance of taking responsibility 
for the results of our actions, it is 
distressing when the            nature of 
our society prevents us from doing so. We 
are, for example, instructed by lawyers and 
auto insurance companies never to admit 
fault─or say we’re sorry─following automobile 
accidents, since this may put us in a 
precarious legal position.   

 ① charitable
 ② litigious
 ③ liberal
 ④ tranquil
    

※ Read the following passage and answer 
the questions. (28-40)

If you find reading a difficult and 
unpleasant job, even those things that 
you manage to learn by reading are 
likely to slip your memory within a very 
short time. In other words, the harder 
and more disagreeable reading is, the 
(A)               it pays.

28. Which of the following is the most appropriate 
for the blank?

 ① fatter
 ② bigger
 ③ less
 ④ more
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Since our democratic system of government 
is based on representation, and effective 
representation in turn depends on 
communication between candidate and voter, 
it is clear that the success of our form of 
government depends to a great extent upon 
the use of (A)            .

29. Which of the following is the most 
appropriate for the blank (A)? 

 ① diagram
 ② language
 ③ figure
 ④ law

30. Which of the following is the most 
appropriate for the blank (A)? 

 ① inside
 ② surface
 ③ atmosphere
 ④ galaxy

31. Choose the one that is closest in 
meaning to the underlined part (A) this 
way. 

 ① by making noises
 ② by understanding animals’ languages
 ③ by carving pictures on stone walls
 ④ by creating spoken language system

32. Which of the following is the most 
appropriate for the blank (A)?

 ① liberty
 ② literacy
 ③ prosperity
 ④ transparency  

Thousands of years ago there wasn’t any 
spoken language. People made noises as 
animals do today. But there came a time 
when people began to carve pictures on 
stone walls to tell what they thought. Often 
they told whole stories (A)this way. The first 
written words were picture words, and the 
letters in many alphabets were originally 
picture letters.

Authoritarian governments around the world 
are showing that they can reap the benefits 
of economic development while resisting any 
pressure to relax their power. What a lot of 
autocrats have figured out is that (A)         
           can be a substitute for freedom 
and democracy, and that the big threat to 
them is not promoting economic growth 
because it is beneficial to productivity. What 
is harmful to them is people having the 
right to freely assemble, a transparent 
government, a free press.

Scientists know a lot about the earth. 
For example, they understand how 
mountains are made and what a volcano 
is. But they do not know when a 
volcano will send hot rock into the air. 
They may know about the outside of the 
earth. But they still are not sure about 
the (A)          . And scientists are not 
sure about how the earth was made.
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33. Which of the following is the most 
appropriate for the blank (A)?

 ① definite
 ② blurry
 ③ imperative
 ④ spiral
 

           

34. Which of the following is the most 
appropriate for the blank (A)?

 ① perplexing
 ② procrastinating
 ③ protracting
 ④ precipitating
     

What sets bribes apart from a gift in the 
ethical sense? They both have value but 
bribes are things given in return for 
something else. Some might argue that the 
line could be drawn at the monetary value, 
the degree of feeling ‘burdened,’ whether it 
is given before or after a specific action, or 
whether it is from a higher-up. However, 
those lines are in most cases (A)              
             so that careful discretion is 
always advisable.

Korea was barely beginning to savor the 
hard-won exit from the 1997 foreign exchange 
crisis when it got hammered by the sweeping 
financial meltdown from America. We are left 
at a loss not knowing how devastating and 
how long it would be. The worldwide 
recession is eating away at a bulk of our 
exports, the very backbone of the country’s 
economic growth, (A)         a much-feared 
cascade of small- and mid-sized firms going 
bust. Even some big name industry leaders 
are only just surviving, casting ominous 
clouds over our future. 
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35. Which of the following is the most 
appropriate for the blank (A)?

 ① successful military maneuvering 
 ② what rebellious spirit can lead to
 ③ how the panic can be extended
    in the process of decision-making
 ④ how a group of smart people can
    make collectively foolish decisions

36. Which of the following is the most 
appropriate for the blank (B)?

 ① heard
 ② resonated
 ③ silenced
 ④ authenticated

37. Which of the following is the most 
appropriate for the blank (A)?

 ① competition
 ② contrition
 ③ reconciliation
 ④ recollection

38. Which of the following best describes the 
main idea of (B) that?

 ① performing his duty as the head of Liberal 
Party 

 ② doing what Queen Victoria told him to do
 ③ officiating at Disraeli’s funeral
 ④ praising Disraeli’s virtues

Shouting “no” when everyone else is 
saying “yes” requires enormous courage 
and responsibility. Such hasty, uncritical 
reasoning toward faulty decision-making is 
termed as ‘groupthink,’ as identified by 
psychologist Irving Janis. In his 1972 book 
Victims of Groupthink, Janis singled out 
the Vietnam War and Bay of Pigs invasion 
as particularly compelling examples of (A)  
            . Desire for unanimity and 
conformity, repulsion against outside 
opinions and panic in a state of 
emergency all can motivate a faulty 
‘groupthink.’ Such circumstances leave no 
room for in-depth discussions and the 
voice of reason is easily (B)       by the 
multitude’s louder noise. 

Not all rival relationships end so well. 
There was no last (A)         for 
Benjamin Disraeli of the Conservative 
Party and William Gladstone of the 
Liberal Party who led the British Empire 
in the 19th century, either. Gladstone did 
not visit Disraeli once when he was on 
the brink of death in April 1881. Even 
when Queen Victoria suggested he go, 
Gladstone said, “I would have nothing to 
say if I went.” When Disraeli declined a 
state funeral and chose a personal 
funeral instead, Gladstone remarked, “He 
is putting on a show to appear humble.” 
The day after Disraeli died, Gladstone had 
to read a eulogy at Parliament. People 
say that Gladstone unwillingly read the 
short eulogy and later complained, “I 
have never done anything so difficult in 
my life as (B)that.”
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39. Which of the following is the most 
appropriate for the blanks (A) and (B)?

       (A)   (B)
 ① distorted checked
 ② overlooked created
 ③ noticed forgotten  
 ④ reinforced remarked  

40. Which of the following is the most 
appropriate for the blank (C)?

 ① support
 ② contradict
 ③ endorse  
 ④ trigger   

Marketing research indicates consumers 
are inclined to purchase a product they 
see first. For some reason, they are 
drawn to it. First impressions are also 
important for people. They affect the 
way a person is perceived. If seen 
favorably in the beginning, mistakes are 
(A)      ; however, if one negatively 
interprets someone’s slightest bad behavior, 
a bad first impression is (B)     . 
Cognitive science refers to this as 
“confirmation bias,” which is a tendency 
to search for new information that 
confirms one’s preconceptions and avoid 
information and interpretations that (C)  
            prior beliefs.


